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Supply management is going through an extensive transformation at an 
unprecedented pace. As geopolitical uncertainties continue to disrupt global 
supply chains and technology becomes increasingly complex and digitized, 
your organization needs to quickly adapt to remain competitive and prepare 
your supply management team for the future.  

 Ongoing
Professional Development

Empower Better
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 Enhance
Operational Performance

 Increase Ability to Adapt
and Embrace Change

Build High-Performing Teams
 

To face these challenges not only requires new strategies and technologies, 
but also having the right talent in place to mitigate risk and create new 
opportunities. It’s clear, job roles are evolving and the skills required are 
becoming more advanced. The time is now to prepare for the talent shift 
and start investing in the professional development of your top performing 
employees because it’s one of your biggest competitive advantages.

The ISM Corporate Program empowers organizational success by enhancing every team member’s 
understanding of end-to-end supply chain. Receive ongoing interactive training delivered in flexible 
channels to accommodate each individual’s needs. 

Is Your Organization Prepared?

®

62%
of executives 

interviewed were NOT 
confident that their 

organizations possess 
the competencies 

needed to deal with 
today’s supply chain 

issues.
Source: Deloitte



Outcomes Matter. ISM Can Help.
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Ready to transform your team? Get started today. 
480-752-6276 opt. 9 | corpinfo@ismworld.org | www.ismworld.org/corporate-program

The Corporate Program is offered in three tiers depending on the size and performance of your organization.

The Corporate Program leverages the ISM Mastery Model® framework — a comprehensive competency 
model that addresses critical supply management skills. With ISM’s Mastery Model® Assessment*, develop a 
strategic talent roadmap by first identifying where strengths and skill gaps currently exist within your team. 
Benchmark and evaluate your team’s understanding of essential supply management skills against your 
organizations targeted standard. Once the baseline has been established, leverage ISM’s learning resources 
to provide your team with the tools needed to close identified skills gaps and improve proficiencies. 
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*ISM Mastery Model Assessment is included in Tier I.

By offering professional development training to your teams, not only will you drive a culture of continuous 
learning and personal professional growth, but you will enhance your culture to help attract the new talent 
needed to drive success for the future.  

Professional Development. Corporate Growth.

https://ismcorpprogram.org



